
Your 
home will 
amaze you. 
Yet again.
Discover the new Nice ecosystem
and all its products to automate 
your home.
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It eliminates
every doubt.
It keeps you
informed.
It improves the
way you live.

With Yubii, all your home automations
communicate with each other and with you.
Bidirectional remote controls provide you with feedback
on automation status and successful command
reception with lights and vibration. 

It is Yubii, the new Nice ecosystem conceived 
for everyone wanting more from their home 
automations and for those approaching home 
automation for the first time.
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With the new Yubii ecosystem, the Era One BD bidirectional remote control  
for garages and gates guarantees you even greater safety! You can check if they are 
open or closed and find out if your command has been received correctly  
at any time, even when you can’t see for yourself, thanks to an indicator 
light and vibration.

Conceived for

Gates, sectional and up-andover
garage doors and road barriers.

The answer 
is at your 
fingertips.
The Era One BD remote control
answers your questions with
vibration and three colours:  
green, orange and red.

It makes your life simpler because
 You have three keys to manage  

three different automations.
 A coloured light lets you know if the garage  

or gate is open or closed.
 Vibration and a coloured light confirm that the garage

or gate has received your command.
 Long battery life.
 Thanks to the NFC, by resting your smartphone

against the remote control you can obtain information
and verify battery status.

 It communicates with the other bidirectional
receivers, including those associated with blinds,
awnings and rolling shutters, increasing the range so
you can cover the whole house with a single command.

Green
Command received

Red
Command not received

Orange
Standby

Control key

Green
Open

Red
Closed

Orange
Partially open

i + control key

Are you sure
you closed 
the garage?

If you want a long-range remote control  
and greater immunity from radio interference

Although not interfacing with the Yubii ecosystem,
the Era One remote control and Oxi receiver with
LoRa® technology increase the range to up to 
1 km and improve immunity from radio interference.

Do you already have a Nice automation?
Upgrade... it couldn’t be simpler!
Ask your installer to apply the new Yubii
ecosystem to your automations. That way you’ll
be more comfortable and carefree in your home. 
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Stay
comfortable.
Just leave it to Era P BD,  
the remote control that lets  
you know whether the blinds,
awnings and rolling shutters
have received your command
with an acoustic signal  
and three colours. 
Green, orange and red.

Thanks to Yubii, the Era P BD bidirectional remote control gives you yet another 
convenience! As well as managing rolling shutters, blinds and sun awnings remotely, 
it also confirms your command has been received correctly, so you don’t have
to bother checking and pausing the film!

It makes your life simpler because
 You can control rolling shutters, sun awnings 

and indoor blinds individually or in a group.
 A green light confirms the blind, awning or rolling

shutter has received your command.
 If you query the status using the “i” key, a coloured

LED lets you know whether the blind, awning or rolling
shutter is raised or lowered.

 You can manage up to six automations or groups  
of automations.

 It communicates with the other bidirectional
receivers, including those associated with blinds,
awnings and rolling shutters, increasing the range so
you can cover the whole house with a single command.

Combine the Era P BD with the Era W BD  
remote control... you can mount it wherever  
you want as it communicates via wi-fi.

Greater convenience with Era W BD

Do you already have a Nice automation?
Upgrade... it couldn’t be simpler!
Ask your installer to apply the new Yubii
ecosystem to your automations. That way you’ll
be more comfortable and carefree in your home. 

Do you want 
to check the blinds
are raised?

Conceived for

Indoor and outdoor rolling
shutters, blinds and awnings.

Control key i + control key

Green
Command received

Red
Command not received

Orange
Standby

Green
Raised

Red
Lowered

Orange
Partially raised
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Conceived for

Fewer worries and greater safety with the MyNice Welcome App, the app
to manage your home from your smartphone, now giving you even more
control over your new automations, thanks to arrival of the Yubii ecosystem.

Systems for your smart home, such as blinds, awnings, rolling shutters,
garage doors, gates, road barriers and lighting.

Do you want to 
manage the entire 
house wherever 
you are?

No problem.

The MyNice Welcome App
lets you manage all your
home automations even
when you’re not at home.

It makes your life simpler because
 You can have all your home automations 

at your fingertips.
 You can find out whether your gates,  

garages, blinds, awnings and rolling shutters  
are open or closed by intuitive icons.

 You can make your automations interact with each
other and create scenarios, for example, closing all the
rolling shutters and turning off the lights with a single
command when you go out.

MyNice Welcome App

It functions with Core

This practical hub connected to your wi-fi
network brings all your automations together
and makes them interact with each other,
enabling you to manage everything from
your smartphone, including your customised
scenarios.

Do you already have a Nice automation?
Upgrade... it couldn’t be simpler!
Ask your installer to apply the new Yubii ecosystem
to your automations. That way you’ll be more 
comfortable and carefree in your home... 
even when you’re away.

Available free on
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More automations,
more convenience.
Combine them with a small
hub and you’ll be able to do
great things, such as creating
customised scenarios.

Upgrade your Nice automations and add others compatible with Yubii  
to connect them and make them interact with each other through Core:
a genuine control centre to connect to your wi-fi network, allowing you 
to create customised scenarios, for example, to turn on your garden lights
whenever you open your garage.

It makes your life simpler
because

 You can connect all the automations  
and make them interact with each other.

 You can configure the commands directly
with the MyNice Welcome App.

 The Core automatically saves your
configurations on the Nice Cloud.

 It uses the most advanced encryption
algorithms, making it practically 
impossible to clone.

 It connects to the wi-fi network.
 It is also battery-powered, so the

system’s functions are safeguarded  
even if the power fails.

More control with the  
MyNice Welcome App

Download the free MyNice Welcome app
to manage all your automations and make
them interact with each other directly from
your smartphone. For example, when you
wake up, you can open all your rolling
shutters and your garage door to let the
dog out, or close everything and turn  
the lights off before you go to sleep.

Do you want
even more
from your home?

Systems for your smart home, such as blinds, awnings, rolling shutters,
garage doors, gates, road barriers and lighting.

Conceived for
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Era One BD Era P BD Era W BD

Core

MyNice 
Welcome App

The answer
to all your
questions.

Do you want to have everything under control, even when you’re not at home?  
You can even get an answer from your present gate or garage with a simple upgrade. 
Do the test now and discover which bidirectional products you need on yubii.niceforyou.com

Connect your automations through  
the Core and create customised 
scenarios you can manage either  
by smartphone or by setting a key  
on your bidirectional remote control.

For example, you could create a
scenario that raises the rolling shutters,
turns on the irrigation and opens 
the garage door to let the dog out  
in the garden every morning at 7.00.
All this with just one click on your
smartphone or the bidirectional  
remote control.

Your lifestyle,  
your scenarios.

Download the MyNice Welcome app
to have everything under control,
even when you’re not at home.

Manage your home from
your smartphone.

Bidirectional remote controls provide
feedback through vibration, sounds
and lights to indicate automation
status and correct command
reception.

More certainty with 
bidirectional remote controls.

Yubii connects all the automations  in your home and lets them communicate with each
other and with you via the Mesh network, so you can eliminate every doubt and live
each day with greater peace of mind.

More automations, more control,
fewer worries.

Send command and reception of
feedback from the automation.

Command signal.

The Mesh network turns
each automation into a signal
transmitter, extending the range.

Era One  
with LoRa®

technology

Open/close
gates

Open/close
gates

Open/close
garage doors

Open/close rolling 
shutters and blinds

Open/close rolling 
shutters and blinds

Open/close
sun awnings

Open/close
sun awnings

Open/close
garage doors
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Nice. 
We make
the ordinary
extraordinary.
We are an Italian brand and international benchmark  
for integrated home automation systems

We started out just over 25 years ago, so our strength
is not tradition, but our eagerness to question existing
rules in order to invent innovative solutions which  
do not exist. Yet.

we simplify everyone’s life, making even
the smallest everyday gestures easy  
and extraordinary!

Our dream?
A future without barriers.
This is why we offer a vast range of products
and solutions conceived for every home,
every building and every need:

Systems for
automating
gates

Systems for
automating
garages

Systems for
automating road
barriers

Systems for
automating rolling
shutters

Alarm systems

Systems for
automating
rolling doors

Systems for
automating blinds
and awnings

Systems for
automating
pergolas

Control systems

Systems for
controlling
lighting



Do you
too want
a           home?
It doesn’t
take much.
Visit 
yubii.niceforyou.com
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